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Cd2 oil detergent review

Registered User Join Date: January 2003 Location: NJ Coast Posts: 138 CD2 oil detergent, or Marvel Mystery Oil My Pep Boys has CD2 oil detergent, and Marvel mysterious oil, and Renoline (spelling?) someone has something good or bad to say about these 3 products, to help get rid of a hydraulic valve faucet lifting problem Wonder
looks like a preventative product, but I already have the problem. Renolin seems made for this purpose, the same with CD2 that specifically says detergent. Besides, my oil is completely synthetic Castrol, if that makes any difference. Thanks to _________________ Red 1967 Saab 96, needs help Blue 2002 Pathfinder SE 1991 240SX-
SE, auto, trans was fired - junked 01-03-2007 at 07:15 PM. 01-03-2007, 07:09 PM Catalog of Pieces of Pelicans Technical Articles (Tech Articles) Promos &amp; Specials #1 (permalink) Registered Users Join Date: November 2005 Location: Houston, Texas Posts: 2,944 I have only used Marvel before and I really like the product. I also
use sea foam that for a problem that is already there, I really like it. I pick it up at AutoZone. I've never used any of the other two products you mentioned. __________________ Tom 1990 944S2 Cabriolet 2002 Chevy Silverado 2500HD 2003 Maroon Ford F350 dually 01-03-2007, 08:47 PM Pelican Parts Catalog Technical Articles (Tech
Articles) Promos &amp; Specials #2 (permalink) Registered User Join Date: Apr 2005 Location: Ontario, Canada Publications: 4,553 I have seen people swear by SeaFoam... that things work wonders.. another good product I've been successful with is Wynn's Engine Tune-up... it's made specifically to deal with sticky lifters... here comes
in a little pink can with a pop-top like a can of soda... you're not sure about the other products you list. __________________ Kyle 2008 Mini Cooper // '83 Porsche 944 // '01 Mazda Protects [sold] // Never break more than you fix! - SoCal Driver 01-03-2007, 09:22 PM Pelican Parts Catalog Technical Articles (Tech Articles) Promos &amp;
Specials #3 (permalink) Registered user join date: January 2003 Location: NJ shore Posts: 138 Ok so I added CD2. It started and the valve faucet is still there, of course. I'm going to work and after a half-mile faucet he's gone, but he had pretty bad white smoke all day that I could see in acceleration. Burning white detergent? I guess I'll
drive a few hundred miles, see what happens, and then I'll change the oil as it's due anyway. And I'll keep an eye on the antifreeze level. __________________ Red 1967 Saab 96, needs help Blue 2002 Pathfinder SE 1991 240SX-SE, auto, trans was fired - decomputed 01-04-2007, 06:15 PM Pelican Parts Catalog ? Technical Articles
Articles) Promos &amp; Specials #4 (permalink) Registered User Join Date: November 2005 Location: Houston, Texas Posts: 2,944 White Burning Detergent? I'm sorry, but the answer is no. It has a blown head seal or oil cooler seals. Open the oil drain plug and drain some oil and see if it's any refrigerant in it. If you drive it with coolant in
the oil, you run the risk of blocking your engine. The elevator problem can still be there at the next start, it may take a while to fix it... o, I may have already fixed it, but I bet you haven't. __________________ Tom 1990 944S2 Cabriolet 2002 Chevy Silverado 2500HD 2003 Maroon Ford F350 dually 01-04-2007, 08:16 PM Pelican Parts
Catalog Technical Articles (Tech Articles) Promos &amp; Specials #5 (permalink) Registered User Join Date: January 2003 Location: NJ shore Posts: 138 Crap. You'd better try to figure this out before you ruin something. Thanks for the information. __________________ Red 1967 Saab 96, needs help Blue 2002 Pathfinder SE 1991
240SX-SE, auto, trans was fired - decomputed 01-05-2007, 04:19 AM Pelican Parts Catalog ? Technical Articles Promos &amp; Specials #6 (permalink) Registered User Join Date: January 2003 Location: NJ shore Posts: 138 Drove it today. yet there is no touch at all, and there is no smoke at all now either. I still want to drain some oil
from the pan in a glass jar to look for antifreeze, the next day or two. __________________ Red 1967 Saab 96, needs help Blue 2002 Pathfinder SE 1991 240SX-SE, auto, trans was fired - decomputed 01-07-2007, 02:23 PM Pelican Parts Catalog ? Technical Articles Promos &amp; Specials #7 (permalink) Registered User Join Date:
December 2004 Location: Harrisonburg, Alexandria, Va. Publications: 465 If it was cold when it took off for work, it is only moisture in the exhaust system that is normal. __________________ '91 Jeep Cherokee 4.0L HO - Daily driver '83 Callaway 944 2.5L turbo - Soon you will be daily driver '83 Porsche 944 NA - sold '78 Porsche 924
NA- RIP '89 Porsche 944 S2 - Parted Looking for a good 944S for a daily driver. 01-07-2007, 03:07 PM Catalog of pelican parts Technical Articles Promos &amp; Specials #8 (permalink) Registered user join date: November 2005 Location: Houston, Texas Posts: 2,944 I hope I was wrong and it was as simple as that. I hope so. I'm still not
sure if I'm going to be using the Firefox help page. __________________ Tom 1990 944S2 Cabriolet 2002 Chevy Silverado 2500HD 2003 Maroon Ford F350 dually 01-07-2007, 03:21 PM Pelican Parts Catalog Technical Articles (Tech Articles) Promos &amp; Specials #9 (permalink) Writer/Master Join Date: Mar 2001 Location:
Vagabundo Connecticut Posts: 9,277 If I had coolant dripping through the head seal, I would know. After a while, the car would start to get lured. Sounds to me like your oil/gas additive is burning (I've heard people talk about SeaFoam burning weird) or it was normal starter smoke. keep an eye on the situation to make sure it doesn't
happen again. __________________ Stable Current: Black 07 Porsche Cayman S: FabSpeed Maxflo Exhaust; VividRacing ECU Tune; IPD Competency Plenum; 997GT3 Accelerator Body; De-Snork'd.2011 Acura MDX. 2008 Mazda 3. Gone But Not Forgotten:Garnet Red 86 Porsche Porsche Purple Pig). Silver 09 Mini Cooper S (Mighty
Mouse). Alpine White 83 Porsche 944 (Alpine Wolf). Red Guards 84 Porsche 944. Green 97 Volvo 850 Wagon (The Viridian Falcon). 01-10-2007, 08:07 AM Pelican Parts Catalog ? Technical Articles Promos &amp; Specials #10 (permalink) Registered User Join Date: Apr 2005 Location: Ontario, Canada Publications: 4,553 sea foam
burns on large black clouds of sooty smoke. lol _________________ Kyle 2008 Mini Cooper // '83 Porsche 944 // '01 Mazda Protects [sold] // Never break more than you fix! - SoCal Driver 01-10-2007, 08:42 AM Pelican Parts Catalog Technical Articles (Tech Articles) Promos &amp; Specials #11 (permalink) Did anyone use CD-2 oil
detergent? It's good? can do any harm? I don't think I have detergent like your insinuation, but it's not much more than 20 pesos of oil, there are some VOA somewhere. It doesn't clean at all either. If using CD2 I would recommend SLOB or the treatment of 75k miles. I would really recommend simply sticking with &lt;b&gt;straight
oil&lt;/b&gt; and if your engine is aging make an &lt;b&gt;Autox &lt;/b&gt; treatment and clean the metal to make your oil work better. Autorx is a safe cleaner that will liquefi the sludge and burn the oil slowly instead of the solvents that some people say may clog the filter. I've done treamentt in a lot of old vehicles and I've been surprised at
how good it works. As a memory memory, Molakule made a UOA in these things and it was quite useless. Save your money and buy some ARX. How can you say that Auto-Rx has a high price? It doesn't just work and carrying is a money back guarantee if you didn't perform to your satisfaction. You can buy $9.95 a size fits all solvent-
based cleaners anywhere, if that's your desire for hearts. Good luck. apparently no one has any first-hand experience with the CD2, and that's what I was looking for and not just another commercial for autox stuff... Get yourself some Schaeffer's Neutra 131. It can be used in crankcase and fuel. EOGHAN, I have first-hand knowledge of
CD2, the chemistry is suspicious and I didn't see any cleaning abilty. Don't be a baby just because you're not listening to what you want to hear. No one is saying that CD2 is a bad product, in fact SLOB and 75k mile treatment are beneficial to add to a cheap oil, but based on the facts and experience the CD2 detergent is garbage. I didn't
publish my findings because it didn't make any difference to an old vehicle I had, and it didn't do any visible cleaning. My CD2 Detergent Last test edited: Sep 21, 2007 I'm not sure why I'm bothering to help a-hat, but for the sake of having good information I will publish the VOA that Molakule got into the hassle of getting. Eoghan, you're
asking about something that cleans an engine, don't be surprised if someone tells you the best alternative as we know it. It's not hype, we're trying to be If you want to put trash in your engine, go ahead. Why bother asking a question here if you're only going to have one attitude? If I had any attitudes it's because I get a commercial atuorx
in answer to my question. And as for an attitude I didn't resort to calling someone names just because they aren't all glassy eyes on autorx. If autorx works for you very well I'm glad! But I didn't ask about autorx, if I wanted to know about it I could have read the other 18 million other posts about it... And I have. If you had given me the
information in the first place it would have been nice. Thank you for the links to the information. Now I can see it's rubbish based on someone else's experience. That's all I wanted to know! THANK YOU TO PAUL FOR AT LEAST SUGGESTING SOMETHING THAT IS NOT AUTORX!!! Quote: If I had any attitudes it's because I get a
commercial atuorx in answer to my question. And as for an attitude I didn't resort to calling someone names just because they aren't all glassy eyes on autorx. If autorx works for you very well I'm glad! But I didn't ask about autorx, if I wanted to know about it I could have read the other 18 million other posts about it... And I have. If you had
given me the information in the first place it would have been nice. Thank you for the links to the information. Now I can see it's rubbish based on someone else's experience. That's all I wanted to know! THANK YOU TO PAUL FOR AT LEAST SUGGESTING SOMETHING THAT IS NOT AUTORX!!! Hmm, you're in some trouble. I suppose
the other TWO CD2 things I recommended were left in deaf ears? I called you a name because you're acting like a fool. I'd care less if you get unsadorused above Autorx or not. It is not a very exciting product, it is just a safe ecological cleaner, without emotions only good chemistry. I gave you good options for CD2 products and an option
for a good cleaner, which looked like you where you're looking as you were asking about a detergent. Do you have any kind of complex or something about Autorx, lol? Why not jump down my throat for offering two Cd2 alternatives? Everyone was trying to help you because you're new and your question was ambiguous. You didn't say the
reason you were looking to use an additive. If you say you want a detergent, and you're asking about a JUNK product, then don't be surprised that people are going to offer you a better option. If you were looking for an additive, that Cd2 makes one of the few additives that people around here think are beneficial based on VOA. It's clear
you're not new here, so there's no reason for anyone to help you in the future. Use the search button next time mr hat. Looking for another cleaning product? Have you considered Mobil 1 HM? I took pictures at the top end of my 98 Civic with 109k light varnish, but no real mud like my 93 Civic has that is currently in Auto-Rx Cycle 1. I'll
post 98 civic photos as I approach the next oil change. Mobil has a fairly dramatic cleanliness that recommends a shorter OCI. Time will tell. My only reserve is the oil is a little thick for the winters here. $20 for a five-quarter jug in China Mart is not a bad deal. -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Mobil 1: Features
and Benefits Mobil 1 High Mileage oils are made from a proprietary blend of high-performance synthetic base materials fortified with an additive system specially designed for higher mileage vehicles. Mobil 1 High Mileage oils are especially recommended for high mileage vehicles, even those that have used lower quality conventional oils.
(Note 1) Note 1 -- If your engine has excessive sludge deposits due to less appropriate maintenance practices, Mobil 1 High Mileage can help by reducing sludge left by conventional oils. For severe cases of sludge, short oil change intervals (3000 - 5000 miles) are recommended for the first 2-3 oil changes as sludge reduction occurs. In
cases of engine damage that may have resulted from poor maintenance, even Mobil 1 cannot remedy years of negligence. _____________________ I am currently using Mobil Clean High Mileage with good results. Why should I switch to Mobil 1 High Mileage 10W-30, which costs more? If your vehicle has been well maintained, Mobil
Clean High Mileage is an excellent choice. However, if you think your engine may have sludge through less appropriate maintenance practices, Mobil 1 High Mileage may be the most appropriate selection. Mobil 1 High Mileage helps reduce the mud that other oils can leave behind, which can result in longer engine life. For severe cases
where sludge and other heavy deposits are available, shorter oil change intervals of 3,000 miles are recommended as cleaning progresses. Quote: says oil detergent. ... I think he's supposed to be on par with Rislone. It's sold as a cleaner. I just wanted to know if someone has used the CD2 before and what their results were with it.
Quote: apparently no one has any first-hand experience with the CD2, and that's what I was looking for... I agree. To answer your question, yes. I have first-hand experience with CD2 oil treatment. And it had no remarkable results at all -- big zero. So my experience led me to the same conclusion to which Shelby Tempest came to - the
CD2 material is really nothing special. People don't post much about it simply because it's not worth talking about. There's definitely a much better product out there. And this board contains a lot of good information for people who are willing to read it. I'm currently running bottles for the yellow bottle material cd2, on my 95 neon, about
3,000 miles and 6 months, 10w 30 shell oil. The instructions say on the back, a 2nd bottle may be needed, so I felt bold enough, and added 2 in my last oil change.... No real change in motorace performance, all I noticed was the oil doesn't look as dark as it should be... other than that, I feel and I think it's a waist. I'm gunna get an oil
analysis on the next 2 or 3 weeks, with 2 bottles of this thing, shell 10w30 oil... EIll publish soon for the entire quote: Hmm, you have some problems. I suppose the other TWO CD2 things I recommended were left in deaf ears? I called you a name because you're acting like a fool. I'd care less if you get unsadorused above Autorx or not. It
is not a very exciting product, it is just a safe ecological cleaner, without emotions only good chemistry. I gave you good options for CD2 products and an option for a good cleaner, which looked like you where you're looking as you were asking about a detergent. Do you have any kind of complex or something about Autorx, lol? Why not
jump down my throat for offering two Cd2 alternatives? Everyone was trying to help you because you're new and your question was ambiguous. You didn't say the reason you were looking to use an additive. If you say you want a detergent, and you're asking about a JUNK product, then don't be surprised that people are going to offer you
a better option. If you were looking for an additive, that Cd2 makes one of the few additives that people around here think are beneficial based on VOA. It's clear you're not new here, so there's no reason for anyone to help you in the future. Use the search button next time mr hat. Issues!!! Your post speaks for it's self!! I'm new / I'm not
new here. autorx is not exciting but it's the first thing you crowd everyone here. etc. My post is no more ambiguous than some of your first messages here. I know because I took the time and used the search button to see a number of them. I didn't have time to do the full search when I did the original post on this topic. Since I have a life
outside this forum, hence the reason I have far fewer messages than most of you shelby. But I have an interest in oils, filters and engines in general and I find the active community here some very knowledgeable people an asset when I have a question or concern about something that I have less experience and knowledge. I don't live
here. Sometimes I wish I could, but I can't just want a quick response from someone who had used CD2 detergent in the past and what experience they had with it. I knew that here I had to have tried or tested it in the past and I just wanted to know what the consensus was with any link to support that consensus that there was at all...
EVERYTHING I needed was just a quick quick that it is about ---- and the linkage with the positions that pointed it out in the past. Yes, I suppose I could have used the search button and spent a lot of time looking for the answer, but I was hoping that people who knew the answer would help a guy and point me in the right direction... Go
and women wonder why men don't ask for directions; so this is just one example of the kind of problems we get into when we do!!! I didn't say I was going to use it or I had a problem with my engine. All I ask is that since this name of forums is plural oil additives there are legitimate discussions about all oil additives and not just autorx ...
Autorx people have their own forum on the autorx website where they can speak every autorx all the time. Just because I'm not 100% sold in autorx doesn't mean I should be rejected and ridiculed as killing puppies for a living or something sheesh!!! Shelby do me a favor and ignore my posts from now on and I'll do the same for yours. As
for the rest of you who responded thank you for the information I asked!!! Ziggy, I look forward to those oil tests when you get them. On turtle Wax's website it says of CD-2 Oil Detergent Replenishes detergents and dispersants in engine oil. CleanS ALL internal engine parts. Prevents rust and corrosion. Restore pep and power. Replenish
additives to worn oil. Apparently it has detergents similar to what's already in engine oil, so it would complement them. Maybe improve the cleaning effects, but maybe not to any significant degree. I don't think there's any harm in trying. Is the problem with that and most additives how to really know if you've done anything? Yawn, you have
a fun way to thank me for all the information I gave you about CD2. You also have a fun way to count on the fact that you jumped down my throat with your answer to my thoughtful answer to your question, as I had first-hand knowledge of CD2 as you probably now know. You're the one who knocked this thread down, for no reason what
apparently you have a problem with Autorx. Have a nice day Mr Hat, I hope you represent your best in future publications, but I doubt it, reminds me of someone... Shelby do me a favor and ignore my posts from now on and I'll do the same for yours. no one can understand their positions when you get angry anyway!!! Page 2 Status Not
open for further responses. I thought deeply about it for two seconds, I declined his offer. However, I won't waste any more time giving you good information about your positions, so I hope you take some comfort in that, great? Shelby you really don't have anything better to do than hang out at Thread? Don't you have some lambs to
sacrifice in Autorx's alter? In the words of Rodney KIng .... can't we get along with everyone? But I find tnat Auto-RX has such follow-up that it is practically impossible not to meet your enthusiasts in this forum. And if I could get it locally, I would have used it. Util uses a pennzoil dino 5W-30 spin with a bottle of CD-2 in 4 cyl '03 Altima the
oil looked much darker after 2,000 km when draining it; other than that I can't say much. In my humble opinion you are not doing it... hmmm now you two hug and shake hands eoghan I understand your frustrated over reception to your CD-2 presentation however, how about sticking to your modified gear grease amazement and leaving
Auto-Rx out of it. Thank you State Not open for more answers. Answers.
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